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Save the web page, as task21r in your Task21r folder, which should look like this 
in your browser.

Activity 21h
Create a new web page containing the heading ‘Winter sports’, a brief introduction and an 
unordered list of the following winter sports: skiing, tobogganing and snowboarding. For each 
winter sport, make a sub-list of the items of clothing required. Set these sub-lists as unordered lists.
Print the web page as viewed in your browser and as HTML.
Change these sub-lists to ordered lists. Again, print the web page as viewed in your browser and 
as HTML.

21.2.10 Hyperlinks
A hyperlink is a method of accessing another document or resource from your 
current application. Hyperlinks do not just relate to web pages: other applications 
software can also use them. Hyperlinks are often used to create menu options with 
web pages, using either text or images. When you select a hyperlink (usually by 
clicking the left mouse button), the hyperlink will perform an action. It may move 
your position within a page, open another page either locally or on the internet, or 
open your email editor so that you can send an email to a specifi ed place or company.

Bookmarks, anchors and divisions
A division is a point of reference within a web page. It is similar to a bookmark 
when using word-processing or desktop publishing software. If you create a web 
page that will not fi t in a single window, it is useful to use one division for each 
section of the web page (or document), so the user can move to any section 
without having to scroll through the whole document. An anchor is used to set 
a hyperlink to allow you to navigate within the page or navigate to an external 
page. An anchor starts with an <a> tag and closes with an </a> tag. 

Division tags
The <div> tag is short for a division or section of an HTML document or page. 
These can be used for many functions within a webpage, but at this level are used 
to give an identity (ID) to a part of a webpage. In previous versions of html anchors 
were used to hold the ID of a placeholder to defi ne places like the top of a page. 
These have been replaced in HTML5 <div> and </div> tags to defi ne an ID for 
the hyperlink. This placeholder often has an ID called ‘top’ or ‘start’. To create a 
<div> placeholder called ‘top’ enter this markup in the body section of the page. This 
anchor will work without any text between the open and close tags.

The text Any content could appear here will be visible in the browser but the 
division will not be visible.

<div id="top">Any content could appear here</div>

Advice
If the division name is 
visible in the browser view 
of the page it often means 
you have made a syntax 
error (an error in the 
structure of the markup).

Advice
A bookmark is a named 
reference point in an 
electronic document. It is 
often used to hyperlink 
to this point from other 
locations.


